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Specular Reflection  The perfect, mirror-like reflection of the light off of a target’s surface.

Stability    The output state of the photoelectric is stable ON, unstable, or stable OFF. Unstable outputs cause  
    the system to perform erratically. Unstable output occurs when the amount of light incident on the  
    receiver is near the trigger level of the device.

Standard Target   An object with standardized dimensions or characteristics — common among manufacturers —  
    used in the product laboratory to determine benchmark performance characteristics for a sensor.

Supply Voltage   The nominal voltage, or voltage range, at which the device is designed to be operated continuously.

Switching distance s   The switching distance is the 
    distance between the 
    standard target and the 
    “sensing surface” of the light 
    sensor for causing a signal 
    change (per EN 60947-5-2).

 Rated switching   The rated switching distance 
    is a switching distance- 
    characteristic, which does 
    not take 
    into account manufacturing 
    tolerances, sample 
    differences, operating 
    temperatures, supply 
    voltages, etc.

 Real switching   The actual switching distance 
 distance sr  is the switching distance at 
    measured voltage Ue, taking 
    into account the 
    manufacturing tolerances at 
    an ambient temperature of 
    (T = +23 °C ±0.5).

 Usable switching   The usable switching distance
    is the permitted switching 
    distance within fixed voltage- 
    and temperature limits 
    (0.80 sn ≤ su ≤ 1.20 sn).

 Blind zone   The blind zone is the range 
    between the sensing surface 
    and the minimum switching 
    distance in which a detection 
    object cannot be detected.

 Detection range sd  The detection range is the area 
    in which the switching distance 
    of a photoelectric sensor to 
    the standard target can be set.
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